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Looking for a Luthier

		
In the Baroque period, there were experts
29
who made beautiful musical instruments, and
some of them are still in perfect condition today.
28
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Let´s travel to …

D

uring the Baroque period, composers wrote beautiful music to impress the
audience. In the palaces, they danced minuets, accompanied by musical
instruments. A luthier is a person who makes and repairs instruments.

Pre-Columbian
America

The Renaissance

The Baroque Period

••Look, read and listen.

30

Violin

Guitar

Harpsichord

Pipe organ

The violin has four strings that
are played with a bow. It has a
high-pitched sound.

The guitar has six or more strings.
You play it with your fingers or
with a pick or plectrum.

The harpsichord is a keyboard
instrument. It is normally used to
accompany other instruments.

The pipe organ is a wind instrument
and it is made of tubes of different
lengths and thicknesses.

Chant
31

Dance
the Baroque dance
on page 46

STRADIVARI
I see a man working
He is working, working with wood
He is making, making instruments
He’s Stradivari, that’s him
29

5 Sing Along
32-33

••Sing with your classmates.
BA-ROCK
All together we can play
The BA-ROCK song
I feel the music in my heart
While the violins are playing

Everybody celebrate
Let’s all sing this song
The king he loves to dance
The BA-ROCK

The luthier makes them well
Taking lots of care
The rhythm of the instruments
Marks the beat we have to follow

Move your body once again
This rock is going to stop
Baroque music is such fun
Baroque music is such fun

Everybody celebrate
Let’s all sing this song
The king he loves to dance
The BA-ROCK

••Sing.

Sol/G Mi/E La/A
30

The Language of Music 5
Review

We are learning
Repetition
When we want to repeat part of a musical piece, we
can use repeat signs. These are two dots that we put
next to the double bar, like this:

Bar line

Repeat from the beginning

D.C. al Fine
Another repeat symbol is
Da Capo al Fine, which tells us to
repeat the music from the beginning
until the word Fine.

D.C. al Fine
Repeat this part

Double bar

••Now you practise.
Fine

D.C. al Fine
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5 Make Music
34-35

••Now you play.

Xylophone

The Luthier’s Workshop

Xylophone 1

Xylophone 2

Xylophone 1

Xylophone 2
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5
Your Challenge

My Music
We can hear music from the Baroque period in modern music. For
example, in the opening theme of the Eurovision Song Contest, or the
Champions League anthem, and many other songs.
36-37

Listen to the music pairs. Now say how similar they are.

Champions
League anthem

J. S. Bach.
“Air”, Suite no. 3

G. F. Handel.
Zadok the Priest

Everything’s Gonna Be
Alright (Sweetbox)

Dr. Gong loves luthiers and making new
instruments. He wants to be like Stradivari!
Can you help him?
33

